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WELCOME TO 

LLANELLI 
The giants of the Welsh game 
cross the Severn bridge today 
knowing that they have never had 
a better chance to become the 
first Welsh European Champions. 

As the sole Welsh representative 
remaining in the last eight, the heavy 
weight of expectation of a whole rugby 
nation rests squarely on the broad 
shoulders of Gareth Jenkins' side. Since 
the competition began, back in 1995, the 
Scarlets have Leached the quarter-final 
stage on three occasions, but have reached 

comprehensively defeating the Tigers in 
the revenge match at Stradey Park. 

It was the kind of result that can turn 
seasons. Top of the Welsh/Scottish league, 
the Scarlets have reached that position 
without playing particularly well. 
However, against the Tigers, they 
displayed all the qualities that are akin to 
lifting trophies such as the Heineken 
Cup. Llanelli possess a massive pack, and 
ruffled the Tigers up front. 

The Scarlets marched into the last eight 
courtesy of a 24-12 victory over reigning 
Cup champions Leicester at Stradey Park-
a victory which secured the last of the 
available best runners up spots for the 
knock out stages. After making some 
early mistakes, the Welsh side settled, 
ripping the heart out of the Tigers 
challenge up front. 

It is in this area where Llanelli will 
undoubtedly be at their most effective 
with the ball in hand this afternoon. 
Against the Tigers, the pick and drive 
from the forwards worked particularly 
well, and despite not possessing a wealth 
f current slavers f Tnternational cl 

the pack is crammed full of unsung 
heroes. Prop Martyn Madden who was 

'THEY ALSO POSSESS A 
POTENT AND CLINICAL 
BACK LINE THAT 
INCLUDES TONGAN 
POWERHOUSE SALESI 
FINAU." 

the semi-final just once-during the 
1999/2000 season. Today they aim to 
make it twice. 

And they have good reason to be 
confident. Drawn against Leicester-the 
side that is widely regarded as the finest 
in Europe, the Scarlets performed 
heroically in both Pool matches. Despite 
a disappointing defeat in Perpignan with 
an under-strength side (a defeat that was 
to eventually cost them a home quarter-
finals draw), the Scarlets narrowly missed 
out at Welford Road before 

outstanding against Leicester, is a 
consistently powerful performer and it 
beggars belief why the 29-year-old has 
not been given the International 

leitirriribittliat he stir 	s iv . 

At the heart of it all is captain Scott 
Quinnell. Man of the Match against the 
Tigers, the number eight is instrumental 
in galvanising the forward effort as he 
leads by example both on and off the 
field, and will be a real threat to the Bath 
Rugby midfield this afternoon. 

However, Llanelli are far from being a 
one-dimensional side. They also possess 
an potent and clinical back line that 
includes Wales fly half Stephen Jones, the 
experienced Wayne Proctor and Neil 
Boobyer as well as Tongan powerhouse 
Salesi Finau. 

Just two matches away from their first 
Heineken Cup Final, Llanelli will be 
desperate to restore some pride to Welsh 
rugby this afternoon starting with a 
victory against Bath Rugby. 
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